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Shedding Light on Photosystem I
From Charge-transport to Bio-photovoltaics
by
Olga Elena Castañeda Ocampo
1. The electrical properties and behavior of a reaction center are not the same
as those of the entire protein complex; such differences should always be
considered. Such is the case for Photosystem I (Chapter 2).
2. A monolayer of Photosystem I (PSI) can be formed on a number of sub-
strates ranging from noble metals to graphene. The only challenge seems
to be orienting the complexes to a satisfactory degree.
3. A factor that is sometimes overlooked when carrying out photolithographic
processes is the effect of ambient conditions. Even when strictly following a
protocol, a draft of air or a different hotplate can yield a malformed pattern.
4. The versatility of eutectic gallium indium (EGaIn) is remarkable. Its unique
and electrical properties allow for it to be used as probe, top contact and
even be injected into microchannels or 3D printed.
5. Microfluidics allow the implementation of unusual approaches to previous
developments. One example is photovoltaics (Chapter 5).
6. The power of working in an international, multidisciplinary research team
should never be underestimated.
7. Sometimes failed experiments or negative results teach us more than suc-
cessful ones.
8. Doing a PhD could count as a specialization in project management.
9. I believe that our Nobel Laureate Prof. Ben Feringa is right in saying that
the key to success is to be persistent and not to follow all the common
pathways.
10. It is, at the end, sunlight, what makes everything turn.
